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Zech 5:1-11
1 Then I turned and raised my eyes, and saw there a flying scroll.
2 And he said to me, “What do you see?” So I answered, “I see a flying scroll. Its length is
twenty cubits and its width ten cubits.”
3 Then he said to me, “This is the curse that goes out over the face of the whole earth: ‘Every
thief shall be expelled,’ according to this side of the scroll; and, ‘Every perjurer shall be
expelled,’ according to that side of it.”
4 “I will send out the curse,” says the LORD of hosts; “It shall enter the house of the thief and
the house of the one who swears falsely by My name. It shall remain in the midst of his house
and consume it, with its timber and stones.”
5 Then the angel who talked with me came out and said to me, “Lift your eyes now, and see what
this is that goes forth.”
6 So I asked, “What is it?” And he said, “It is a basket that is going forth.” He also said, “This
is their resemblance throughout the earth:
7 “Here is a lead disc lifted up, and this is a woman sitting inside the basket”;
8 then he said, “This is Wickedness!” And he thrust her down into the basket, and threw the lead
cover over its mouth.
9 Then I raised my eyes and looked, and there were two women, coming with the wind in their
wings; for they had wings like the wings of a stork, and they lifted up the basket between earth
and heaven.
10 So I said to the angel who talked with me, “Where are they carrying the basket?”
11 And he said to me, “To build a house for it in the land of Shinar; when it is ready, the basket
will be set there on its base.” (NKJ)

The Flying Scroll
The flying scroll has been mentioned by some in the secular UFO community as a
reference to UFOs. In the context of this vision it is almost a joke to see a UFO in this way. We
cannot ignore the context and purpose of the use of this scroll. Just because it is in the air and
flying does not mean it is a reference to a “flying saucer”. Part of this visionary experience the
prophet is experiencing is nothing more than a literal document of great importance announcing
a decree, a promise of judgment upon two types of people. The prophet sees this in the sky as a
vision but what he sees by contextual use is a literal vision of a scroll nothing more or less.
Thieves and Liars
First, we have the thief, and in context is not talking about someone stealing objects for
himself from others. These are spiritual thieves who rob God’s glory and sovereignty away from
Him pointing people to any and all alternatives instead of the real one true God. The other is a
liar. These are those who are bearing false witness to all of the alternatives provided and using
the one true God’s name of authority but without the proper recognition of the one true God.
These two are interrelated, one provides the false belief system and the other supports it by
experiences, being a false witness. (In a possible end time fulfillment, this could be the entire
New Age movement in all of it’s variations and the many who bear a false witness to support this

belief system generated by experiences supernaturally energized by demons, all of which is the
very spirit of Antichrist and a big lie!)
Part of this judgment is the fact that this will be all consuming for the individuals. They
will reach a point of no return convinced by their own deceptions. The sending out of a curse is
the many demon spirits which supernaturally enhance and create the deceptions into a delusion
or something that goes inward. (2 Thessalonians 2:11) The people then are not creating the lies
they are deceived by what they conceive as real experiences and perpetuate them. Real does not
make anything necessarily right. These people are lacking discernment because they have
already rejected the one true God and his written Word, The Bible. This is part of their judgment.
And how does this false system come about to fill the whole earth? This next section could prove
to be an earth-shaking revelation!
The Basket
The word for basket eyphah has a double meaning which I believe both can apply here in
this context. Here is what Strong’s says about this word.:
374 ‘eyphah (ay-faw’);
or (shortened) ‘ephah (ay-faw’); of Egyptian derivation; an ephah or measure for grain;
hence, a measure in general.
Brown Drivers and Briggs adds: a) a dry measure of quantity,
b) the receptacle for measuring or holding that amount
The idea conveyed here is much like our English word cup. We have the definition of a
cup as a receptacle to hold any liquid, but it also means a specific measurement held in a cup, as
a “cup” a specific measurement for any liquid. In some instances, both definitions are accurate.
Likewise, in this context, A basket or measurement bears a woman. This woman is the false
religious system. Allusions of this imagery is found in Rev 17:3, The whore of Babylon, the
woman that has tainted most of the world.
The Measurement
Researcher, Dave Flynn has deciphered mathematical calculations based on a glyph that
appeared in a crop circle in England several years ago. In the conclusions of his calculations that
I am only half-able to follow, (being a mathematically challenged individual), these
measurements reveal various co-ordnance and dates for various places on the earth. One of these

was Roswell NM 1947. Another was Jerusalem 2012. Without reading anything in the latter,
let’s consider the first date and measurement. Many Biblical based researchers have sensed an
importance about the Roswell Crash as meaning something more. Some like Tom Horn and
myself have written these suspicions in our writings.
Supernatural Intervention
Two things happen to me at the same time that I believe was a divine appointment. Something
Carl Jung and new agers would call synchronicity. I believe the timing of the two helped me
perceive this text for what it could be saying to all of us. While going through my e-mail, I
received a letter asking if Zechariah 5 could be referring to UFO’s?
I briefly looked at the text and basket caught my eye. I looked up the Hebrew and found
it interesting as I sensed that there was something more with this text, but I really wanted to view
a DVD taken in Roswell in 2005 that my friend Dave had sent me. This was an event which
Dave Flynn, Joe Jordan, Dave Ruffino and a few others went to the location of Dave’s
measurements to reclaim Roswell for the Lord. I was not able to be there that day and Dave R.
sent me the DVD. While viewing the DVD with the scripture fresh in my mind, I started to make
the connection of MEASUREMENTS!
The woman or the false belief system is in the measurement. Now when you measure out
something it is because you have pre-determined to make something. The action that was going
to happened was predetermined and not an accident. The woman was the whole purpose of this
event. She is in the measurement and she is pure evil. She is a false belief system and what is her
cover? A metallic (lead) gray disk. This was her cover. This was the likeness of which went out
to deceive the whole world …A METALLIC GRAY DISK!
This idea might have a crossed reference that helps to confirm this as we see another
prophetic scripture mentioning the same event.
“Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and
lying wonders, II Thessalonians 2:9
Signs and lying wonders as commented by one of the top Ancient Greek scholars of
today, Spiros Zodhiates Th.D., states that,

“these two words do not refer to different classes of miracles, but to different qualities of
the same miracle. Teras (wonders) is a miracle regarded as startling,
imposing…frequently used elsewhere for STRANGE APPEARANCES IN THE
HEAVENS. Semeion (sign) a “miracle with an ETHICAL END and purpose. They are
valuable not so much for what they are as for what they indicate.”
With this understanding we can expect strange appearances from the skies bearing an
ethical or moral message. One that is contrary to the God of the Bible and points to the coming
Antichrist! This could be none other than the UFO, the occupants and their message! The
emphasis is on the message, a false belief system symbolized by the woman, which is
wickedness! This evil message is under the cover or pretense of a circular disk, the UFO! There
has not been one message from the UFO community that has been in accordance to the God of
the Bible. In every way the entire voice and message has been a New Age Theosophical one.
Now if this is not convincing enough hold on to your hats for the next one.
The two women with wind in their wings
As I shared this scripture with a few of my colleagues I was stumped at the identity of the
two women. Joe Jordan got back with me with an observation. In all cases where angels
manifested themselves to humans in the Bible, they always appeared in the male gender. Some
translations even call the two women angels because of their wings. This could be a false
description as nowhere else are female images used for angels. The two women could be
representing false or deceptive angelic entities. In support of this idea is the description as having
the wings of a stork. In the Hebrew used elsewhere, the stork is understood as a maternal or
religious entity. (Job 39:13 for feathers) Within modern Ufology we have the two most common
alien entities the Nordics and the Grays. Both are declaring the same theosophical New Age
message pretending to be good/bad alien/ angels. Both pretend to be aliens or accept the role as
the angels of our past. Wings in the Bible also have a symbolic meaning of something in
transition that will go from the origin point to somewhere else. (Daniel 7:4,6)
“The wind is in their wings, “can allude to the means of flight or a technology. In the
natural, wind blowing upon the wing creates lift, which produces flight. Why would this be
mentioned in the vision unless there was an importance to this detail? This speaks of a physics
and technology.
“Wings of the wind is also the phrase used several times for the means by which the
“clouds of heaven” travel. (See the section from my web site, “clouds of heaven” for more detail)

In the Ethiopic version called Enoch 1, the “wings of the wind” is described in the 18th chapter
as gravity and the pathway of the angels! (Before you panic at mentioning this book, please note
that it is quoted by Jude in the Bible. We can at least use this for historical reliability not
necessarily canonical literature.)
“Between heaven and earth”
This is rather a significant added detail and I believe can have a twofold understanding, The first
movements by these two are not an earthly location, but rather an inter-dimensional one,
something between heaven and earth! This destination also explains the technology applied as
having to do with gravity or anti-gravity.
The word midst also means to mingle and may suggest that the two women are of two
origins, Earth and heaven or the eternal realm which mix with the earthly and become something
in-between both. One (the Nordic) may be an earthly agent in an alliance with heavenly ones (the
Grays). These are false in nature so it would be fallen angels allied with sinister human agents.
This mixing also produces a technology based on knowledge of eternal physics,
something mankind is not supposed to do, the ability to enter the eternal realm. (1Co 15:50) This
Grey metallic disk or image is the cover to transport this predetermined false religious movement
to a permanent foundation that will spread over the whole earth. This is exactly what happened
with the Roswell Crash! This vision I believe both accurately described the first Babylon and the
second one in the last days.
The same event mentioned in Revelation 9:1?
One thing that has always been consistent in our human history, is the fact that the
technologically superior society will always assimilate the lesser ones. The belief system of the
advanced society is also preferred aided by their power and the wondrous marvels they possess.
Today for many people science has become the unquestionable religion and technology
the highest achievement. With this mind set, mankind is ready like a plowed field for a seed to be
planted:
“And the fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star fall from heaven unto the earth: and to
him was given the key of the bottomless pit.” Rev 9:1

The Biblical use of star is usually symbolic for an angel. The key may be more than a
literal key. The Greek word here has a broader meaning as something to learn and study.
Opening the bottomless pit may be more figurative but at the same time very literal. By a
purposeful crashed object in the midst of your enemy with a technology coming from an alliance
of human and fallen angels, this would truly be a marvel to study and desire. It would cause that
nation to rethink every foundational aspect of their society and belief system. It would be the
ultimate bait to desire and want more. This in turn opens a portal to the depth of a bottomless pit
in pursuit of forbidden or secret knowledge commonly called the occult. Like a seed planted it
would grow and spread and transform that nation into the very thing they once fought against.
The more they developed in technology, the more they would embrace the philosophies attached
to the object. They embrace the woman, who is the New Age Movement. Remember the
scripture in 2 Thessalonians the object event and the message, the emphasis is on the message
more than the event. This describes not only the Roswell crash but the entire purpose of UFOs in
general! The ultimate goal to replace God and faith with Aliens and new technology. Their New
Age beliefs become our New Religion of Self. With this understanding we see the woman as this
ethical message contrary to the God of the Bible and the preparation for the appearance of the
Antichrist The gray disk is the sign in the skies and the cover incident to present this false belief
system. The opening to the bottomless pit could be created in a very nondescript manner much
the same way someone who plays around with a Ouija board creates an opening for personal
manifestations and intense demonic activity in their homes. No vortex with flashing lights and
sounds are experienced like in the Hollywood horror films. Rather the change is subtle and takes
a gradual intensity of demonic appearances and tense emotional damage to the individuals
occupying the place of visitation. Delving further into this abyss of occult knowledge, the host
country aligned themselves with a former enemy thinking they were gleaning “Alien
Technology” and ends up signed in a pact with death and hell. (Isaiah 28:18) My dear reader,
that is exactly what has happened as the result of the Roswell Crash.
The Measurement reveals a Destination Point: Shinar- The Land of Two Rivers
Getting back to the text in Zechariah the measurement is the connecting factor to David
Flynn’s findings. The most important connection to Dave’s findings is the location of where
these false entities are taking the woman in the measurement. In stages, we see that a house or
dwelling place will be made that she might set on her own foundation. To build a house requires
a framework. This framework we shall see may have been the compromised programs the US
intelligence adopted called Operation Paperclip and the Gehlan organization. In these two
programs we literally took the entire infrastructure of Nazi Germany into our selves at the

highest level of Academics, Industry and our Intelligence communities. These acquired Nazi
engineers, scientists and intelligence operatives were New Agers following Theosophy as their
religion. This house is already under construction in this land but the specific foundational point
or setting is where the woman in the basket is being placed. Wherever they are taking this
woman, this place will become a worldwide focal point for the woman (the false belief system)
where she is placed there under the guise of this gray metallic disk.
This entry point place will become famous in a cover story dealing with a metallic disk
where the woman is promoted throughout the whole world. This could be none other than the
Roswell crash of 1947 and the UFO Museum’s subtle “New Age message” of global acclaim and
influence. From this predestined point worldwide influence and a permanent foundation takes
place in the Land of two rivers.
Shinar is a plain in ancient Babylon. Shinar means land of two rivers and refers to the two
great rivers that flow on either side of the plain. To the west of the plain you have the Euphrates,
and east of the plain you have the Tigris. Near the center of this plain area is modern day
Baghdad Iraq. It is near this location that the tower of Babel was said to have once stood on the
Plains of Shinar at around 33. Latitude. Here is where it gets a bit spooky.
Travel due west for several hundred miles and you end up on top of MT Hermon. This is
the location where the fallen angels of Genesis 6 first descended upon the earth in the pre-flood
days of Noah. Continue west not quite half a globe and you arrive in another basin type plain in
New Mexico. At 33. Longitude lies Roswell NM. About 20 miles south west is the Two Rivers
Dam. On either side east and west of this plain area are another two famous rivers, The Rio
Grande and the Pecos River. Can this be the land of two rivers in the west? Near Roswell we
have the bottomless lake and the devils inkwell all in the land of Enchantment, New Mexico.
Enchantment actually means, the land put under a spell! Is this all just a coincidence or reality.
Dave Flynn, I believe under the inspiration of God’s leading, found the occult plan in the
form of measurements of longitude and latitude with a deciphered date for various places on the
earth. He reveals on his website and in his new book to come, how the date and place for very
important events has and will take place. The consistency is much more than mere coincidence.
Under the same inspiration I have found the scripture in God’s Word to confirm Dave’s
findings.

Jesus mentioned to his disciples a curious comment. He also mentions lightening as a
direction indicating his return, there may be a connection to the two and our text in Zechariah 5.l
also the coming of the Son of man be.” Matt 24:27

Lightening has a meaning more of a glowing or sparkling appearance. It is used
elsewhere to describe the glow of a lamp. Fall also can mean to flit or to float down like a leaf
falling to the ground. This possible variation could resemble a UFO sighting. However, the same
word is used where Jesus again is describing his coming again in relation to perhaps the same

lightning. Anyone who has ever been in a thunderstorm in the plain area of Nebraska or Kansas
knows that lightening is pretty indiscriminate as to where it comes and goes.
So why does Jesus mention lightening as coming from the east to the west? This is not a
particular pattern lightening actually takes. The connection could literally mean from the east to
the west in relation to events that lead to his coming again. The Gospel first proclaimed in the
East comes to the West. The Anti Gospel of the New Age also coming from the East to the West.
The fallen angels first appeared in the east, at Mt. Hermon. Three hundred- and eighty-miles due
east from that is where they began to be worshiped as gods imparting their false religion and
mythology which has filled the world with their influence. All empires of the earth have based
their belief system of these beings in one form or another.
Roswell for the US was the Second Coming of these beings to undermine the nation
chosen to be the world’s influence to spread the gospel. The sudden re-emergence of paganism,
occult and New Age beliefs in America with Roswell being the world’s capital for UFO’s and
Aliens is by no accident. Our country has undergone a transformation from within starting from
the highest level of our own defense people because of one staged crash in 1947 by a supposedly
defeated enemy.
Dave Flynn’s amazing research and discovery of an occult plan which includes
something happening in Roswell in 1947 is just miraculous. You have to read his findings in his
new book or visit his website for the short end of this truly amazing
story. http://www.raidersnewsupdate.com/flynn.htm
Another researcher a “PH” from the Informant News web site has some incredible data
on the mysterious 33-degree latitude. http://www.informantnews.com/brief/33rdparallel.html
There seems to be many of the death row prisons lined up across our nation on this same
line. He goes on to site many weird connections but one that caught my attention was the fact
that he realized there was an eastern counterpart to the western prisons with equal measured
distances for these death row prisons. If there is a consistency here then there may be a rather
ominous connection to our crash site and another location of horrors unmentionable somewhere
due west of Roswell. Perhaps the same measurement from Mt Hermon to Baghdad only going
west may someday reveal this area. Much more will be revealed in my new book,” The Devil
came down to Roswell” soon to come out!

